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National
Death penalty to be sought
for 3 soldiers accused in
slayings, terror plot
LUDOWICI, G a. — Emotions
boiled over in a Georgia
courtroom Aug. 30 as
prosecutor Tom
Durden
announced he's seeking the
death penalty fo r three Fort
Stewart so ldiers a ccused o f a
double h omicide a nd pl otting
to commit terrorist acts.
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Sports
Cowboys provide crushing
payday for Savannah State
Savannah State took on
Oklahoma State University
Sept. 1. Nothing about the
game was pretty except
the $385,000 paycheck
SSU received for the 84-0
massacre.
Division I football schedules
small schools aga inst larger
ones as an easy homecoming
or buffer game.
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Weather

c
Forecast for Friday, Sept. 7:
A chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high near i
Chance of precipitation is 30
percent.
Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 73.

Forecast for Saturday, Sept. 8:
A chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near 88.
Chance of precipitation is 30 percent.
Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 73.
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delivering student-reported news to

Armstrong

Tashi needs home

ByAbbyLoesch
Staff Writer

Tashi is a gray tabby with four
white feet, a white chest, and
bluish-yellow eyes who found
her way on campus in 2010 near
Ashmore Hall.
"I heard reports that there was
a cat near Ashmore Hall, and one
of the Friends of Cats members
works in Ashmore, and she saw
hen' said Barbara Brown, library
associate and president of Friends
of Cats, a nonprofit organization
providing food and medical care to
Armstrongs feralfeline population.
"She was just a kitten then.
"She was wild."
Ashmore Hall isn't an official
feeding site. However, Tashi was
too wild to catch, so Brown fed
her there to make sure Tashi didn't
starve. Later, Brown placed a trap
near Ashmore Hall to capture
Tashi.
"We have a humane trap that we
use for the cats that are just too wild
to pick up," B rown said. "I got her
and took her to the vet — got her
spayed and got her shots."
Anne Hanne, the member of
Friends of Cats who spotted Tashi
near Ashmore, fostered the feline
for a week after the surgery at her
home until it was time for Tashi to
return to campus.
"She was still pretty wild," Brown
said. "I think she's the one that
when I went to get her to bring
her back t o campus, sh e climbed
the curtains in the room where the
lady was keeping her.
"When I brought her back to
campus, I let her out at one of the
official [feeding] sites thinking
it would be better for her to be
with the colony, and because we're
trying to keep the cats in only
certain areas away from the people,
but I never saw her there."
A few days later, Hanne reported
that Tashi traveled from one side
of the campus to the other and
reappeared at Ashmore Hall.
"That was what she considered
her territory — her home — was
Ashmore Hall," Brown said.
Friends of Cats members
resumed feeding he r there. Tashi

Guest speakers Kristan and
Sean Fretwell and restaurant
owner Wendy Armstrong took
the Fine Arts Auditorium stage
alongside moderator David
Lake, head of Armstrong's
Physical Therapy Department,
for a guided discussion on their
livelihoods as advocates for
sustainable and locally raised
food sources to kick offthis year's
Common Read Aug. 29.
Each speaker offered their
perspective on the importance
of eating locally grown food and
related their experience to the
Common Read.
The university selected Michael
Pollan's book the "TheOmnivore's
Dilemma: A Natural History of
Four Meals," for this year's re ad,
which traces the processes of
both industrial and pastoral food
sources, while highlighting the
influence technology has had on
society's consumption of food.
Wendy Armstrong is the owner
of T hrive — A Carry Out Cafe,
Savannah's only green-certified
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Tashi plays with her tennis ball in the University Police Department Sept. 4.

slowly grew tamer as she started to moved to the police station was
problems were rising.
trust people.
"There are people on campus
"Anne got to where she could pet
who
don't care for the cats, and
her," Brown said. "I could pet her. I
someone
had complained that she
feed her in the morning and on the
weekends and a few other people was hanging around the building,"
who work in Ashmore also got to Brown said.
Although the group has been
where they could pet her, and so we
thought, 'Well, maybe we can find able to adopt several kittens since
her a home.
e police
. ,, .
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ashi.
At this point,
fostering
Tashi,
Tashi was arou nd
Brown attributes
a year old, and
,
„
the lack of interest
the police began
U6p3rtnfl6nt,
in the tabby to
fostering kittens found on campus, people wanting a kitten instead of
"It's a real good situation because a cat.
"Unfortunately, most people
people are around 24 hours a day'
Brown said. "So when you have seem to want to kittens. In the
a cat or kitten that needs to have year that she's b een at the police
human contact, it's really good department, we fo und homes for
because there's always somebody about 15 kittens on campus — well,
there to give her attention, so we mostly kittens — because people
took her there... We've been trying want kittens not grown cats.
"It's so sad people don't consider
to find her a home ever since."
Tashi
arrived
at
police older cats when they're thinking
headquarters Sept. 22, 2011. But about getting a pet, and yet they
one of the main reasons Tashi was have so much to offer]' Brown said.

"She's used to being f
the queen of the police

^

The Trainwrecks preform live at the first ever Tybee Island
Offshore Wind Energy Rally Aug . 3 1.

By Claire Golec
Elected officials, local residents,
and tourists alike gathered on
the Tybee Island pier Aug. 31 to
participate in the first ever Tybee
Island Offshore Wind Energy
Rally.
The rally, which was co-hosted
by the Southern Alliance for
Clean Energy and the Sierra Club,
featured information tables, a live
performance by local band The
Train Wrecks, plenty of food, a
petition in support of offshore
wind energy and prizes.
Anna Smit, Clean Energy

Associate for SACE highlighted
the importance of wind energy.
"It's a clean energy resource that
we have," she said. "It's no t using
water during energy production
like our nuclear and coal options
that you see, and it creates jobs."
According to SACE's website,
energy used for electricity that
comes from coal and nuclear
power plants not only pollute the
atmosphere but increase the cost
of electricity as well.
As the cost of conventional
electricity increases, some state
officials are considering cleaner
choices like offshore wind energy.

"Shed be a really good pet for the
right person."
However, Tashi's transition from
the wooded area around Ashmore
Hall to police headquarters was
rough.
"She s pent three weeks hiding
under the coffeemachine and then
another three weeks in the room
we have for the cats," said Police
Deputy Chief Wynn Sullivan.
After Tashi become acquainted
with the members of the police
department, she began to trust
them.
"She finally ventured out and has
been out ever since," Sullivan said.
"She's been going from window sill
to window sill, but she really loves
the peace and quiet.
"Once she's used to you, she'll
jump up in your lap, and we never
thought that would happen."
Now, Tashi prowls the halls,
jumps up on desks, plays with
computer mice, sits on keyboards
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Pageant
fimdraises for
Pride Festival.
ByRachaelBach
Friends
and
supporters
gathered around the stage
at Club One Aug. 30, ready
to judge the contestants of
the Savannah Gay Beach
Pageant as a fundraiser for the
Savannah Pride Festival, which
takes place Sept. 8.
Benjamin Hanovich, the
pageant's first prize winner,
joined to help the club's cause.
"I joined not only for the
fun time," he said. "But it's
a good fundraiser for the
LGBT community and creates
a supportive presence for
everyone."

PRIDEj PAGE 8

Book Club walks down
'The Street of Crocodiles'

Offshore wind supporters
hold Tybee Island rally

>y Vincent Haines

ink

Savannah food
proprietors' kick off
Common Read

By Brittany Cook
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

Forecast for Sunday, Sept. 9:
A chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near 87.
Chance of precipitation is 40
percent.
Night: Mostly doudy,
with a low around 71.
All weather information courtesy
of NOAA

ThelnkwellOnline.com

According to Smit, offshore
wind energy has the capability of
meeting one-third of Georgia's
electricity needs.
Seth Gunning, conservation
organizer of Georgia's Sierra Club
said wind energy carries many
benefits.
"As a Georgian who likes to
breathe clean air, I'd like to see
us move on to a cleaner resource
that can help generate more jobs,"
Gunning said.
By developing wind energy
turbines the Department of
Energy estimates Georgia can
produce 20,000 wind energyrelated jobs — ranging from
construction to manufacturing of
turbines for wind farms.
Throughout the event, the
organizations continued to spread
the word through promoters like
Tybee city councilman Paul Wolff,
Georgia State Sen. Lester Jackson,
public service commissioner
candidate Steve Oppenheimer and
other speakers.
Some of the speakers said the
most important promoters of
wind-energy are the people.
"We have to have this public
support. Without the public
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Originally written in Polish, "The Street
of Crocodiles" is the current focus of
the Book Club.

By Brittany Cook
copy.inkwell@gmail.com
During the summer, the
Writing Center hosted their
annual Book Club centered
around
the
novel
'The
Hunger Games' by Suzanne
Collins. Inspired by the event,
Armstrong English graduate
student Hannah Morris spread
the idea of a book club for the
fall.
Through
a
Facebook
group created by Morris,

several books were suggested
including "Lionel Asbo" by
Martin Amis and books by
Allende or Marquez. In the
end, Morris chose 'The Street
of Crocodiles' by Bruno
Schulz, which was suggested
by Giovanna Horning for the
group to read.
"I read the synopsis of all of
them, and it was intriguing,"
Morris said. "It seemed
bizarre, and I like the context
of the author."
Originally written in Polish,
"The Street of Crocodiles" is
a collection of short stories
about a merchant family
from a small town, which
resembles the author's home
town of Drohobycz. Many of
the stories are also literary
dictions of the writer's life and
characteristics.
"I was a little concerned
because it's a translated work,"
Morris said. "I was prepared to
hate it, but I fell in love with
the first page."
The group held its first
meeting Aug. 30 in the Writing
Center.
Morris
brought
grapes, cheese and crackers,

B00KCLUB| PAGE 8
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Collegiate 100 cooks out at Compass Point Campus

Voices

By Latoriya Young
Staff Writer
The Armstrong chapter of
Collegiate 100 hosted their
annual cookout celebration in
the Compass Point Clubhouse
Aug. 30. The hospitable group
gathered with students of all
levels to show just how friendly
and open to the college they
were, while offering hotdogs
accompanied by great music.
Psychology major Ida BensonJaja, one of Armstrongs original
Collegiate 100 members said the
group wants to demonstrate it's
ok to be cool and to still have or
pursue higher education.
"We are primarily a mentoring
organization — meaning we
are here to give back to the
community — giving is what we
do," Benson-Jaja said.
Rehabilitation science major
Asia Mcray was drawn in by the
music and got to the event early.
"With everyone trying to get
settled in still, I think that this
is going to be something that I
can enjoy," she said. "I kind of
look at it as like a homecoming
event."
While there were a wide

Food

"With elections only two
months away, what are the
major issues our presidential
candidates should address?"

variety of students who came out
to support the group, everyone
seemed to have similar opinions
when it came to the hosts.
"Hands down, their service is
great, and I always have a great
time at their gatherings," said
SGA member Talia Williams.
"When you see them walking
around campus, they are so
cheerful and definitely have a
family vibe within the group."
Juniors Erika Moultrie and
Stephanie Thompson said they
enjoy attending all the different
events offered by various
student organizations.

Thompson also said the
group is extremely welcoming
at their events and while
walking around campus, which
makes them stand apart from
other organizations on campus.
The cookout turned out to be
a great success, as students left
happy with a full stomach and a
smile to match.
With one of their main
slogans being "Change happens
once
an
individual sees
excellence," the organization is
headed down a path that will
make men on campus see just
that.
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restaurant, one of three in the
state of Georgia.
"I started Thrive because
I thought maybe we needed
something a little fresher and
healthier here. I was fortunate
enough to pair up with a lot of
different farmers," she said. "It 1
Photo bv Vincent Haines
took a little sleuthing at first,
Left to right: David Lake, head of Armstrong's Physical Therapy Department,
but there's definitely a lot of restaurant owner Wendy Armstrong, and guest speakers Kristen and Sean
growers who are just as proud Fretwell discuss sustainable and local foods in the Fine Arts Hall Aug. 29.
of their quality products here animal operation, so what goes
"I'm all about taking little
as anywhere else. We have a back into the ground is what steps," Kristan said. "You
movement here too."
the ground needs," Sean said. don't have to jump in and be
Armstrong graduates Kristan "Not only does it give you access 100 percent organic, local,
Fretwell and her husband Sean, to some of the best food on the sustainable. You don't have to do
who is an educator at Georgia planet, locally produced, but it that, and that's what I tell people.
Southern, are both purveyors of also gives people a way to live out Take these little steps and keep
sustainable food. They work at their value systems."
learning. It's a process, and I've
Hunter Cattle, a family owned
The speakers emphasized had to learn this process myself."
farm eminent in the region for the amount of effort required
Wendy Armstrong agreed
their grass-fed beef, pork, free- to maintain a sustainable food there are many simple ways to be
range chicken and eggs.
business and incorporating such a part of the local and sustainable
"We don't run a concentrated practices into their own lives.
movement.
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Tashi

Photos by Alex Pertiie

Above:
Armstrong's
Collegiate 100
plays music and
prepares dinner
for students at
their annual
Cookout Aug.
30.

"Gay marriage—I think civil rights are
a big issue. Our country is changing and
the Republicans do not want to change
with it."

Chris Goodrich,
junior,
English

Right:
President of the
Armstrong's
Collegiate 100
chapter Kwame
Phillips helps
serve hotdogs
and chips
to students
outside of the
Compass Point
Clubhouse
during their
Cookout.

"You can go to the farms. You
can go to the farmer's market.
You can take a cooking class.
You can spread the word. You
can tell your friends about it,"
she said."There's a lot that can be
done, and it's fun."
Students and faculty posed
inquiries on everything from
how to become more personally
involved to the proper cooking
method of a butternut squash
during the event's question-andanswer session.
Wendy Armstrong mentioned
a couple of her recipes and
discussed the special qualities
and benefits of homemade
foods.

The event culminated with
a buffet-style luncheon in the
Armstrong Center ballroom,
where attendees were invited to
enjoy a menu of seasonal foods,
including sauteed vegetables,
homemade hummus, baked pita
crisps and lemonade squeezed
from locally grown Meyer
lemons.
"Local and sustainable food
is better for the environment
— meaning the planet, which
you'll read a lot more about in
this book," Wendy Armstrong
said. "And then it's your own
health and your family's health,
and you'll be learning a lot more
about that aspect as well."

'King Corn"
Students can attend screenings of the documentary "King Corn", a film which
examines the role of the com industry and its detrimental effects on family
owned farms Sept. 10 and 11. Events surrounding "The Omnivore's Dilemma"
will continue throughout the semester

"Control government spending—I think
that it is the only thing they can accomplish.
They can't give us world peace or turn the
economy around."

Jared Campbell,
postbachelorette,
psychology

"For one, I heard Romney is planning to
cut back Pell Grants, which will affect a
large amount of the student population
—that is an important issue."

Kianna Williams,
junior,
psychology
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and paperwork, sleeps in the
police officers' chairs and generally
does whatever she pleases.
"She's used to being the queen
of t he police department," Brown
said.
Tashi doesn't like o ther cats or
small children. However, she does
like the company of those whom
she knows.
"She really doesn't like visitors
— of the feline variety" Sullivan
said. "She likesadult visitors.
"She loves Monday morning
because the whole building fills
up. She runs up and down the halls
and jumps. She's the only ope who
likes Mondays."
However, when the building
becomes too noisy, she hides away
in her favorite place —Police Chief
Wayne Willcox's office.
"I think she's highly effected by
stress," Sullivan said. "When the
building gets loud, she'll go find
her quiet spot. She's drawn to the
quieter people too."
Rebecca
Rhinehart,
communication and parking
service coordinator, brings chicken
for Tashi every day.
"She follows m e from one side
of the building to the other, crying
the whole way, and then she'll
stick her face in the refrigerator,"
Rhinehart said.
"If it's not Oscar Meyer plain
chicken, she will n ot eat it. She'll
turn up her nose wan an indignant
look and walk away''
Friends of Cats wants Tashi
to go to responsible owners who
realize the needs pets have.
"People think that cats can take
care of themselves, but that's not
true.
"All th e cats on campus would
be much better in homes," Brown
said. "Unfortunately, there doesn't
seem to be enough homes to go
around."

OMG I feel so sick today.
What should I do?
WWMD?

?!?

v\ I

"For me, of course, is the economy. We
need to fix it in a way that does not take
away tax dollars from hard working
Americans."

Norris Woods,
Graduate student,
middle grades education

What would mom do?

Good one. THX :)

No matter what's
wrong, let us take
good care of you.

m

"Federal funding for schools—I heard
there is talk about reducing funding,
and they shouldn't do that I personally
wouldn't be able to go to college without it"

Laura Schmarkey,
senior,
economics

*

STJoseph's i Candler

Immediate Care
Savannah - Midtown

Walk-ins always welcome!
361 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 31406
p - 912-355-6221

yourimmediatecarecenters.com

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED MINUTES FROM AASU.
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT.
HOURS:

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Most insurance accepted - bring your insurance card and Driver's
License. Please call with co-pay and Insurance questions.
Cash patients also welcome.

"Drugs—Even stuff as simple as tobacco
and alcohol, they need to control, so it
doesn't get into our youth's hands and
schools."

AllisonWilliams,
junior,

i
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The Inkwell

Wasteful spending starts at home
By Henry Ancheta
Staff Columnist
Columnist Henry Ancheta is a
junior in the English program.
His views do not necessarily
reflect those of The Inkwell
editorial board.

They scream in rallies. They
complain in publications. They
yell in television our government
is too wasteful, our governments
deficit must be dealt with and the
answer is change.
Really?
The other night I heard an
Armstrong student requesting
a prayer because she had lost
a $20 bill. Though the student
acknowledged it was a silly thing
to ask for, it meant a lot to her
since she was "a poor college
student."
I thought about this incident,
and I realized Armstrongs
students can literally loose
way more money than $20
by depending on services too
expensive to say the least.
Armstrongs dining facility
provides food service for the
entire university's personal, at a
daily cost of nearly $24 dollars a
day — that is, $7.16per breakfast,
$8.12 per lunch and $8.55 per

File Photo

dinner meal consumed on active in caring for ourselves. I
campus. If yo u eat three-meals- include myself in the pot because
a-day, seven-days-a-week, this we all are guilty of wasteful
amounts to a staggering $720 per spending, one way or another.
With that said, consider
month.
This is almost the equivalent of the pros of cooking for
what I spend for my family ofsix. yourself:
Obviously, the first gain
I think of how much we pay
for our cost of living and realize is you spend less money and
we are more wasteful in spending save more of it, which in turn
than the average American only can be used for other means.
Secondly, you become less
because we refuse to be more

Bio-fuels, solar: key to
Georgia's economic future
By Steve Oppenheimer

Steve Oppenheimer serves as
a Task Force Coordinator for
Clean Cities-Atlanta which
advances
the
economic,
environmental, and energy
security of the United States
by supporting local decisions
to adopt
practices that
contribute to the reduction
of petroleum consumption
in the transportation sector.
His views do not necessarily
reflect those of The Inkwell
editorial board.

Undoubtedly, TV is one of
America's favorite pastimes,
so it's not surprising when
popular shows like "The Big
Bang Theory" boast ratings
of over 14 million viewers
nationwide.
What is surprising is
the
sweeping
number
of
Georgians
watching
entertaining, albeit entirely
fictional shows compared to
those who know — or even
care — where the energy
powering those televisions
comes from.
We get home from work
to our refreshingly climatecontrolled houses, heat up our
dinners in the oven, pop in a

DVD and grumble about the
rising cost of our utility bills,
all without questioning why
we pay what we do.
The truth is, where Georgia
gets energy and how that
energy is produced are
important factors in how
much we pay for power. But
similarly to the tangled love
affairs depicted in modern day
dramedies so many families
watch every night, we have a
complicated relationship with
energy production here. .
Georgia is in an energy
quandary. We know modern
clean energy could benefit
us, make us stronger, more
secure, more energy efficient
"and create new jobs here in
Georgia. But because of some
of the current leadership on the
Public Service Commission,
we keep going back to our
comfort zone — to the fossil
fuels we love to hate.
Six years ago, one candidate
running for a seat on the
Commission
touted
a
campaign pledge to tackle
some of the problems plaguing
Georgia. Affordable energy,
local biomass development,
clean energy growth acting as
a job catalyst, it all sounded
great.
That's right, sounded, past
tense.
Here we are in 2012, and
this is what we have to show
for it: Our goals for energy
efficiency are among the
lowest in the nation. We still
have not set long- term goals
for renewable energy, and
bio-fuel development has
remained stagnant.
Sound like an accurate
description of our current
situation?
We have the power to
make good things happen
for Georgia, but they will

never happen unless we have
leadership to move us in the
right direction. The most
significant step we can take
is further diversifying our
energy sources.
Instead of buying coal and
natural gas from out of state,
we can focus on making more
of our energy here using solar
energy and biomass.
Studies show Georgia ranks
among the top five states in
solar energy capability. We
have a tremendous potential
to harness an abundant
resource, but aside from
nominal projects, solar energy
remains largely untapped.
Between 2002 and 2012,
the cost of solar technology
installation decreased 75
percent, falling from $10.50
per watt to $2.50 per watt,
and it will continue dropping
in upcoming years.
More
importantly,
the
energy from the sun is free.
There are no fuel costs,
and prices and supplies are
immune to shocks. It is a
stable and secure energy
source.
We can get behind the
research underway at top
universities
and
make
Georgia a leader in biomass
development. Bio-fuels work
for electricity generation and
are a proven alternative to oil
for transportation, one that
could stimulate economic
growth while giving our
families cleaner air to breath.
For years we have simply
been getting by doing the
same things we have always
done, but that won't meet
tomorrow's challenges. The
more diverse Georgia's energy
portfolio is, the more job
growth, stability and security
we will have, and the brighter
our future will be.

dependent on services you
can provide yourself.
Third, you opt for the variety
you desire, rather than the
variety offered by a marked
menu.
Fourth, you become more
experienced in taking care of
yourself, as the professional
you are to become.
Fifth, your school itinerary
is less affected by the hours

Savannah. Ga. 11419
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One, the service would
be badly affected in its gross
income.
Two, they will be forced
to lower their prices to stay
competitive.
Either way, the students'
finances may be affected
positively. This I believe is a
good point, only because we
are subject to the imposition of
prices by the elite few.
I am not an economist. I
am only trying to establish
the perspective of wasteful
spending
in
unnecessary
services.
If you are among the many
supporting the movement
that demands change in the
spending of our government
— something which I believe
is not the case — or yo u simply
agree with the claim because
of its superficial logic, just
consider how wasteful you can
be in your own personal life.
Many have no choice but
to agree to some preordained
contract with Armstrong's
residential
conditions
—
in which you must have a
minimum of five meals per
week in order to live on campus.
However, does this mean you
have the right to be a spoiled
student?

Let's reason together
By Michael Martin
Staff Columnist

Columnist Michael Martin is
a former editor for The Inkwell
and is currently returning to
Armstrong to take classes in
preparation for grad school. His
views do not necessarily reflect
those of The Inkwell editorial
board.

No doubt, it's obvious to
many of you who've read both
or even one of my two columns
I'm a Christian. The Christian
philosophy influences every
aspect of my perspective ranging
from science and art to history
and morality. In times past,
my maturing understanding
of the Bible has led me to vote
Republican, but I find myself
drifting.
The fiscal conservative in me
has long enjoyed the message of
responsibility echoed bythe right.
Unfortunately though, I currently
find myself disillusioned from
the Republican Party's mystical
obsession with the economy and
their intentional distance from
what I believe to be the root of
those problems: social issues.
Whereas some Republicans
and other fiscal conservatives
think financial creativity will
sufficiently deter causality from
her natural course and redeem
our collective fate, I hold no

academic exercise can solve our
moral, volitional, intellectual
and — by extension — economic
problems. I understand and
agree the biggest symptom of our
problem, nationally speaking,
is the economy, but, the nature
of our ailment is a moral
deficiency.
Realizing many here at
Armstrong don't reflect my
values — whet her Republican or
Democrat, Christian, Buddhist,
or agnostic — I want to comfort
readers by assuring them I'm
not bent on converting us all
to heterosexual, conservative
Republicans
— Christianity,
though, I may try. Part of my
goal, simply put, is I would like
us to reason together.
Using various topics I've
handpicked, I'll highlight an
issue in the media, culture or
right here at Armstrong that
illustrates a worthy ethical
consideration. And, in some
cases, I hope to question whether
certain worldviewscan even pose
a cogently logical and ethical
solution to those problems.
Though Imay fail to articulateor
anticipate the concerns ofcounter
perspectives, I hope readers will
read this column, reflect and
represent their disagreements or
concerns that would normally go
overlooked. Feel fr ee to respond
on The Inkwell's website or w rite
a letter to the editor. And in some
cases, if there is sufficient interest,
I would even promote a formal
debate on such topics.
My goal of promoting a
truthful and intelligent discourse
through the best possible
representation of opposing
perspectives will obviously be
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very difficult to accomplish
alone, maybe even impossible.
Therefore,
I'm
inviting
readers
to
inform
those
other
perspectives through
a meaningful interaction of
both reason and fact. As some
offer criticisms and counter
arguments, I would also like
to inform the conversation by
responding with some answers
and questions of my own.
I know what I've said may
sound like"bull-pucky" asRachel
Maddow calls it, but I would love
to see a great attempt out there
to engage our campus and even
our culture — even if it starts as a
reaction to my columns.
And as a good will effort, I
start with a retraction from a
comment I made in one of my
earlier columns.
In "Love, tolerance: Looking
into lanti-gay' rhetoric," I stated
Exodus International has no
political agenda to ban samesex marriage. After doing some
further research, I'd have to
say I was wrong. According to
the website Truth Wins Out,
EI president Alan Chambers
endorsed Proposition 8 publicly
in 2008.
Although my main concern
in that column overshadows my
faulty description, I nonetheless
think it important to hold
myself accountable to applicable
journalistic standards and, more
importandy, my own.
Given the sad state ofreporting
and media coverage in general, I
don't think I would further the
goal of increasing a thoughtful
and honest dialogue between
dissenting groups if I p erpetuate
the current model.

t h e

e d i t
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be 350 words or fewer, and must be signed.
Send your letter to Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com. The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar, spelling and style.
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in which Dining Services is
open.
Sixth ... Well, the list can go on
and on.
Anyone with a sense of
pride may object to this simple
argument by saying Dining
Services is deserving of its dues,
and by all means such objection
has merits. However, the
argument here is done in the eve
of major elections, in which one
group of people are claiming
America has gone way far into
spending, and therefore, it is
time to face such fiscal realities.
I agree with that to an extent.
America should become less
wasteful. But where do we
begin?
Since I am now of the mind
Obama is the choice for me
this election year, I think the
right cuts in spending are not
those taken from the poor, only
because we ha ve versions of us
throughout the U.S.
Rather, I think cuts of
wasteful spending should start
within our own lives — after
all, aren't we one of the many
generations partaking in the
welfare of our future?
From
an
economic
perspective, the decreasing of
people dining at Armstrong
can have two obvious effects:

Opinions expressed by columnists, ietiw writers or cartoonists do
not necessarily reflect :ive views o*' 'he Inkwell editorial board,
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ACROSS

DOWN

1. At
2. Br
3. Be
4. Ar
5. Er
6. Th
7. Fe
8. Ta
9. Ag
10. Rg
11. U
12. Mo
13. Pt
14. Au
15. Si
16. Cn
17. Ba
18. Li
19. In
20. Sn

1. Gd
2. Mn
3. Bi
4. Na
5. Tb
6. Tm
7. Ge
8. Pr
9. Al
10. F
11. Pu
12. Ne
13. H
14. He
15. S
16. As
17. Zr
18. Ta
19. Ir

21. O
22. Np
23. i
24. C
25. Ho
26. Zn
27. Po
28. Rn
29. Yb
30. Ca
31. Rb
32. Tc
33. Ra
34. Ce
35. N
36. K
37. Rh
38. Cd
39. CI
40. Lv
41. Nb
42. Cr
43. Md
44. Am

5

3
1

8

20. Mt
21. Ac
22. Sb
23. B

"Can you suggest a nice Bordeaux that will
complement the squirrel-infused manure?"

24. Xe
25. Ni
26. P
27. Hg
28. Mg
29. Co
30. Kr
31. Ti
32. Th
33. Sc
34. Pb
35. Cu
36. Ga
37. Re
38. Os
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Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword)
puzzle,

sudoku

and

maze

can

found on TheInkwellOnline.com.

be
An

—- interactive version of the crossword is

\also available online. All puzzles by Brittany Cook.
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iirates untouched at home opener
Bv Katio
%
Katie Balcom
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
.cuon" 1°
volleyball squad
for tk
Armst
Armstrong

- intense
' P'rat,:s
PrePared

are

Upcoming
opened

season.
^

Recreation Center doors for the
opentng tournament hosting
Catawba, Flagler, Tusculum

fr-Rhr

and
Augu ta
S
State over the weekend.
The Lady Pirates showed
heir determination during
the first match against LeniorRhyne They moved quickly
though the first game in the
series but failed to keep the
last pace momentum of the
first game against the Bears
(25-15).
The Lady Pirates took a
back seat during the second
game (22-25) and game three
(23-25). Armstrong prevented
Lenoir-Rhyne from taking a
third straight game and a win
away from them to start the
season.
A strong 25-18 win in game
tour forced the teams into a
fifth where Armstrong kept
pace taking the match 15-10.
Senior
Amanda
Jones
slammed a game high 18 kills
against the Bears Aug. 31
while Ashley Seal collected 43
ussist and Jessica Santeniello
contributed 11 kills and 15

Photo byVincent Haines

No. 5 Jessica Santaniello goes for a kill against Lenoir Rhyne Aug. 31

digs while at the net. Kristen
Holms collected eight kills
and six blocks.
"I think our offense is really
strong," Seal said. "I have a
lot of options as a setter. It
definitely helps when we are
getting those passes. I can set
anyone to put a ball down."
"I think we played great
especially for
our
first
tournament," Wolfe said. "We
have a few kinks to work out,
but as a starting game, it went
really well."
Flagler
knocked
out

Catwaba in three sets, and
Tusculum defeated Augusta
State in four.
The Lady Pirates moved
into a two-game afternoon
Sept. 1 against Tusculum and
Catawba to finish out the 2012
season-opener tournament.
Armstrong wasted no time,
taking the first set 25-13 while
losing the second — tyi ng the
match. The Lady Pirates came
out strong railing the Pioneers
25-15 and 25-12 during the last
two sets of the morning.
Jones repeated her previous

day of 18 kills while Santeniello
completed 15 kills and 11 digs,
and Seal supplied 51 assist.
As a team, Armstrong had
five players collecting doubledigit digs against Tusculum.
Kelsey Piepergerdes joined
the double-digit dig club
contributing 10.
"I think we can do a lot
better," Piepergerdes said. "It
was a good start, but I think we
can do better."
The Lady Pirates moved
ahead into the last game of the
tournament against Catawba.

Tight sets between both teams
allowed for an intense three-set
match (25-18, 25-22, 25-11).
"Catawba
is
a
really
important team that we need
to show the conference that we
can beat just to establish our
dominance in the conference,"
Wolfe said. "It was a great team
to get a win over especially 2511 in the last match."
Jones collected 13 kills
with Santaniello trailing close
behind with 12, and Seal
collected 28 assist.
The sets against Catawba

left the Lady Pirates aware of
improvements to make on the
practice court.
"Communicating
better
and clicking more as a team,"
Piepergerdes said."We were not
together as one team, but we
will work to improve."
The sweep for the Lady
Pirates sets the pace for the
upcoming 2012 season.
"We have a lot we need to
work on," Seal said. "Playing
this weekend, we know what
we need to fix. I think we are
going to be a really strong team
this year."
Flagler also picked up a 3-1
win over Tusculum, as well as
a 3-d win over Lenoir-Rhyne.
Augusta State also won twice,
downing Catawba, 3-0, and
outlasting Lenoir-Rhyne 3-2.
Untouched in the first
tournament,
the
Lady
Pirates have recognized their
weaknesses as they prepare for
their next court appearance.
"We need to work on team
chemistry — co ming together,
capitalizing on our strong
points, just coming together as
a team while recognizing and
overcoming our weakness,"
Santeniello said.
The Lady Pirates returns to
action Sept. 7 in Jelferson City,
Tenn., for the Carson Newman
Invitational.

Student athletes one step Cowboys provide crushing
closer to compensation payday for Savannah State
By Katie Balcom
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Savannah State took on
Oklahoma State University
Sept. 1. Nothing about the game
was pretty except the $385,000
paycheck SSU received for the
84-0 massacre.
Division I f ootball schedules
small schools against larger
ones as an easy homecoming or
buffer game.
No major university wants
to lose such important game as
they are not generally for the
benefit of the large university.
After all, they are the one
shoveling out large paychecks
for the easy win.
However, small university
athletic departments benefit
greatly from taking these rather
brutal beatings.
The decision to play an out-

of-conference school is for both
financial and publicity reasons,
which puts smaller conference
schools briefly into the lime
light.;
According to the Associated
Press at the postgame press
conference, Savannah States'
head coach Steve Davenport
was anything but a sore loser.
"It was a tremendously classy
act by coach [Mike] Gundy and
his staff because things could
have got even worse," he said.
"It was obvious that they
were a much better team than
we were, and I'm graciously
appreciative of the way they
handled the game."
Such
David-and-Goliath
matchups are nothing new in
college football.
Last year Georgia Southern
made the trek to Tuscaloosa
for the sum of $400,000 in

exchange for a defeat in Bryan
Denny Stadium.
The 2011 game was the
buffer before Alabama and
Auburn faced off in the
highly anticipated Iron Bowl.
However, the game was locked
into Southern's schedule back in
2009.
Even
though
Georgia
Southern dominates the SoCon
conference, traveling into the
power house of the SEC and
against the Crimson Tide was
a bolder move than Alabama's
houndstooth print.
Though failing to put any
points on the board, SSU
quarterback Antonio Bostick
managed to keep his composure
against
the
intimidating
Cowboy defense. The junior
completed 12 of 25 passes for a
total of 81 yards with freshman
Alex Simmons rushing for 40.

Luis Sinco/Los Angeles Times/MCT

Oreaon running back DeAnthony Thomas is brought down by Wisconsin's Marcus Cromartie during the second
quarter of the 98th Rose Bowl game in Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 2. Oregon defeated Wisconsin, 45-38.

By Dalton Johnson
Sports Columnist
Opinions
expressed
by
columnists do not necessarily
reflect the view of The Inkwell
editorial board

Student athletes may be one
step closer to compensation
after a group of lawyers
representing former college
football and men's basketball
players told a federal court Aug.
31 they are seeking to change
the fundamental way current
athletes are compensated for
the use of their image.
In this class action, the
attorneys argued money from
television, video games an
other products using players
names and images should be
shared with players.
It s about time.
Look around the stadium
at an Atlanta
and you see thousands of fro.
we„i„g Mat. BY" ^ a
Jones jerseys. L
aame
University of Georgi g^e
and you will see thousand of
fans wearing Aaron Murray
and Jarvis Jones jerseys^
What's the differen^
^
1VTcomP™>»ted

not being
the Falcons

aS

even

though both p^from these
thousands of dollar

players' jersey sales.
In Nike's new advertisement
for the Oregon Ducks' new
football uniforms, DeAnthony
Thomas is being advertised,
and Nike is reaping in the
benefits. No, Thomas' name
isn't being mentioned in the
ad, but it's Thomas' number
and self in the ad.
How much compensation
for Thomas?
Zero.
Clearly the current system
is not right. The easiest way
for players to be compensated
is to pay them a percentage of
the merchandise and licensing
revenue through anything
representing their well-being.
It is a lot easier to determine
what percentage of jersey sales
revenue Thomas brings in for
Oregon, but it is much harder
to determine what percentage
of ticket sales he brings in.
A system must be set up
that helps these players earn a
percentage of the revenue they
bring in. They can have a way
to put the money aside to keep
their eligibility and then have
access to the. money once their
eligibility is up.
According to ESPN, a source
close to the case told them
the new case could bring in
"hundreds of thousands" of
dollars each year to Division 1
basketball players.

The source also said football
players, which have a greater
number of student athletes
compared to basketball, could
get "tens of thousands" of
dollars.
Paying college athletes who
bring in huge amounts of
money to their universities
seems like the right thing to do.
Unfortunately, the NCAA has
stuck by their amateurism rules
very strictly, and the money
makers in this case will fight as
hard as they can to go against
this case.
These money-makers are not
going out of business due to
this case. EA Sports and their
$4 billion will still be making
video games. The NCAA with
its recent $750 million March
Madness contract will be just
fine too.
The defendants in this case
are the NCAA, videogamesmaker EA Sports and Collegiate
Licensing Co. The plaintiffs, led
by former UCLA basketball
star Ed O'Bannon, also include
Bill Russell, Oscar Robertson
and many others.
With the money figures the
defendants already have and
the solid list of plaintiffs, change
seems inevitable.
Student athletes are now one
step closer to being compensated
for the use of their images, and
it's about time.

No. 3 Pirates play to scoreless
draw with Ferris State
Sports Communications

ALLENDALE, Mich. — The
No. 3-ranked Armstrong women's
soccer squad played to a scoreless
draw with Ferris State Sept. 1,
wrapping up its season-opening
trip to Michigan.
Armstrong (0-1-1) played
in its first scoreless draw
since 2010, when the Pirates
also tied with Wingate Sept.
22 two seasons ago. Ferris
State (0-1-1) played its
second consecutive overtime
match after falling in double
overtime in its season-opener
Aug. 1 to Indianapolis.
The Pirates forced Ferris
State keeper Rachel McCollum
to make three saves in the
match's first seven minutes,
while
Armstrong
keeper
Maggie Carson came up with
a pair of saves on her own to
keep the match scoreless in
the first half.
Armstrong outshot
the
Bulldogs 7-2 in the first half
and kept the pressure up in
the second half by outshooting
Ferris State 9-2 after the break.
The Pirates' best chances in

regulation came in with less
than 20 minutes remaining.
Senior
Kristina
Pascutti's
breakaway chance was saved
by McCollum in the 73rd
minute, then one minute later,
senior Nadima Skeff hit the
inside of the post on a shot that
caromed across the goal face
and was eventually cleared
away by the Bulldogs.
Ferris State's best chance to
break the deadlock came in
the opening minutes of the
first overtime period. The
Bulldogs had a breakaway of
their own in the 96th minute
when Carson came out of the
box to challenge the play. A
foul was whistled and a yellow
card shown to Carson when
the ball rolled into the net, but
no advantage was given. The
ensuing free kick from just
outside the box went high and
play continued.
The Bulldogs held a 4-1 shot
advantage in the first overtime
period and neither team could
manage a shot in the second
overtime period for the draw.
Armstrong tallied an overall
17-8 shot advantage for the
match and also enjoyed a

9-2 edge in corner kicks.
McCollum made nine saves
in net for the Bulldogs while
Carson made four saves in net
for her third shutout in five
career starts for the Pirates.
Senior Morgan Mitchell led
the Pirates with four shots on
the day, two on goal, while
Pascuttl also tallied two shots
on goal. Ferris State's Casey
Shauman collected four shots
to lead the Bulldogs with two
on goal.
"Today was a disappointing
result," Armstrong head coach
Eric Faulconer said. "We were
outworked by a determined
Ferris State team. We have a
lot of improving to do between
now and next Friday when we
host a very good Florida Tech
team."
Carson, who did not give up
a goal in 141 minutes of action
over the weekend, was named
to the GVSU All-Tournament
Team. Pascutti and freshman
defender Taylor Russell were
also named to the squad.
Armstrong returns to action
Sept. 7, hosting Florida Tech
at 5 p.m. at the Armstrong
Soccer Field.
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Top Picks: 5 best things about die '90s
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By Brittany Cook
copy.inkwell@gmail.com
Before the Twitter, Facebook
and Myspace frenzy, before text
messaging and iPods, before
Playstation 2 and XBoxes,
there was a time when light-up
sneakers were cool, we rented
VHS tapes instead of DVD's, gas
was $1 and caller ID was new.
Before Beiber-fever, there
was the Backstreet Boys. Before
Wizards of Waverly Place, there
was Sabrina the Teenage Witch .
Before Edward, there was Lestat
de Lioncourt. Before Y2K, there
was the '90s — a simplistic time
when everything was new and
fresh and great.
When I see how "new
millennium" kids are growing
up, I can't help but feel thankful
and blessed for being a child
of the '90s. There are so many
things I wish would come back
Here are just a few:
5 — Food
Back be fore the whole health
craze when you could still biggie
size your meal, there were so
many great foods that were
around that aren't available
anymore. The first that comes
to mind is always Surge, the
"hardcore" version of Mountain
Dew. With its bright lime can
and explosive looking label,
Surge was introduced in 1997

and discontinued in 2003, but it
was an excellent sugar rush.
French Toast Crunch, sister
cereal to Cinnamon Toast
Crunch, is another one that
comes to mind. Shaped like mini
pieces of toast, this breakfast
food tasted nothing like the eggsoaked cinnamon bread, but it
still tasted awesome. It is to this
day still my favorite cereal of all
time.
4 — Education /technology
At this point, the Internet
was just starting to become
popular. People sat in front of
their computers listening to
the buzzing and beeping just
waiting for access t o the web of
information and networking to
be available. With the Internet
came access to seemingly
unlimited information.
People were encouraged to
learn — not just make a grade—

and ofcourse, kidswere excited to
buy all of their Lisa Frank school
supplies. Then came television
shows like "The Magic School
Bus" a nd "Bill Nye the Science
Guy" They made learning not
only fun and entertaining but
also extremely cool.
3 — Toys
As it was a simpler time, the
toys were too. There wasn't
much that required three hours
of assembly time before play.
We had Gak, and Easy Bake
Ovens were brand new. Beanie
Babies were everywhere, and like
Pokemon, you had to catch them
all.
And of course, there were
those
creepy
owl-looking
Furby's. I still have mine. It's
asleep — in storage — or perhaps
maybe the battery just died. But
the thing I miss the most, the
toy almost every '90s child had if

they were cool, isthe Tamagotchi
— or Gigapet.
Yes, we said goodbye to the pet
rock and hello to the very first
virtual companion — I named
mine Chloe. Ofcourse, I've never
been the best of caregivers, so of
course, I lost it somewhere — if I
could only have her back.
2 — Ga mes
Throughout the '90s, there were
innumerable games introduced.
We were introduced to the Sega
Genesis — again I still hav e mine
— and then the Nintendo 64 and
finally the Playstation. Games were
advancing rapidly.
I loved watching my brother

'Lawless' gives far more
violence than substance

play "Mario 64" and "Sonic
the Hedgehog," but my all time
favorite games weren't on any
game console. It was Oregon
Trail. I could only play at school,
and computer class was my most
anticipated class of the day. My
teacher didn't really teach us
much, and after the lesson, we got
to do whatever we pleased.
Another game I loved was
"Where in the World is Carmen
Sandiego?" I never did learn to
master the game, bu t that's what
makes me want it back so badly.

television shows a hundred
times better than the ones on
today. Back then, it was actually
worth getting up on a Saturday
morning or staying up late at
night at the risk of grounding to
watch them.
There were "Rugrats," "Rocko's
Modern Life," "All That," "Doug,"
"Clarissa Explains It All," The
Secret World of Alex Mac," and
my favorite "Are You A fraid of
the Dark?" and so many more.
It was a world where kids
didn't have to be wizards or
secret pop stars to be worthy
of showcasing on television,
1 — Televisio n shows
I can sit here all day and they were just awesome all by
list the countless number of themselves.

'Apres Vous' teaches
French culture
through laughter
By Brittany Cook
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

Jack (Shia LeBeouf) tries to catch the attention of Bertha (Mia Wasikowska), the daughter of a strict local preacher.

By Todd Perkins
Staff Writer
Director John Hillcoat has
made a career out of making
films that manage to have a
bizarre lingering effect on its
viewers. "The Proposition,"
released back in 2006, features
Guy Pearce as a forlorn
drifter on a mission traveling
through the harsh and desolate
Australian Outback.
Hillcoat then released "The
Road" in late 2009 about a
father and son doing their best
to survive in a post-apocalyptic
wasteland. Now, with his latest
feature "Lawless," Hillcoat

tackles the rural prohibition
south while never holding
anything back on his audience.
The story follows the three
Bondurant brothers who make
their living bootlegging liquor,
led by the eldest brother Forrest
(Tom Hardy). Shia LeBeouf
plays Jack, the youngest of the
three, who wishes he could be
as tough as his older siblings,
while attempting to catch
the attention of Bertha (Mia
Wasikowska), the daughter of a
strict local preacher.
Trouble comes in the form
of a corrupt special deputy
from Chicago named Charlie
Rakes (Guy Pearce) who is

Silver screen
3 out of 5 guns

Directed by John Hillcoat
Produced by Pie Films Inc., Red Wagon Productions and Benaroys
Pictures
Starring Shia LaBouf,Tom Hardy, Gary Oldman, Guy Pearce, Jessica
Chastain and Jason Clarke
Rated R for some sexuality, nudity, language and strong bloody
violence
Showing at Regal Savannah Stadium 10, Carmike 10, Spotlight
Theatres Eisenhower Square Cinema 6, Victory Square Stadium 9,
Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and Royal Cinemas Pooler

determined to gain control
of the distribution of all the
alcohol coming in and out of
the county.
Things become increasingly
more difficult as tensions begin
to rise between the Bondurants
and Rakes. The stakes continue
to get higher and higher until
everything comes crashing
down in one ultimate violent
confrontation.
As
visually driven
as
Hillcoat's other films are, it's
the highly impressive cast that
stands out above everything
else. LeBeouf makes a good
lead, and it is obvious he is
trying his best to focus on his
acting and on his performance
after appearing in movies such
as the "Transformers" trilogy.
After appearing in last year's
"Warrior" and "The Dark
Knight Rises" earlier this
summer, Hardy continues to
prove he is one of the most
intriguing actors working in
the industry. Hardy's quiet,
yet intimidating, portrayal
of Forrest may not be overly
animated or energetic, but his
brooding presence makes him
the film's standout.
Pearce is also in top form
as
the
slimy,
disturbed
special deputy. Pearce is so
astoundingly despicable is it
almost impossible not to feel

Richard Foreman, Jr./MCT

awkward or uncomfortable
whenever he is on screen.
Everyone
brings
their
A-Game
in
the film,
including Jessica Chastain as
a housekeeper that falls for
Forrest and the always brilliant
Gary Oldman in a brief but
effective part as the notorious
gangster Floyd Banner.
But as good as the
performances are they can't
distract viewers from the
clunky editing and uninspired
writing. The film hits its peak
during its violent scenes, which
are gruesome and extreme,
and it seems Hillcoat loses his
stride during the more storybuilding and dialogue-driven
scenes. These sequences aren't
awful by any means. They just
can't compete with the actionoriented aspects of the film.
"Lawless," based on the
novel "The Wettest County
in the World" by Matt
Bondurant, seems formulaic
and predictable despite being
inspired by true events. There
is plenty to like about this flick,
but it's depressing to think
about what the film could have
been.
For those who appreciate
Hillcoat's other works, this is
certainly worth checking out,
just prepare to lower your
expectations.

A table is set — decorated
with plates of pretzels, popcorn
and Natural Valley oatmeal
raisin bars next to bowls of
melted cheese, gummy bears,
goldfish, and a mix of fun-sized
Twix, Snickers and Milky Way
bars. Small boxes of raisins
stand at attention in front. At
the end, cans of Coca-Cola,
Diet Coke and Sprite rest in an
ice bath.
Students settled into their
padded chairs around 7 p.m.
in the Ogeechee Theater in the
Student Union Aug. 30. The
screen dropped. Silence fell,
and the lights dimmed. The
movie began, and not a single
English word was uttered.
Released Oct. 18, 2003 in
the Saint-Jean-de-Luz Film
Festival, "Apres Vous" is a
French romantic comedy,
centering around Antoine
Letoux (Daniel Auteuil), a
maitre d' at the Paris restaurant
Chez Jean whose serviceoriented personality prevents
him from ever saying "no" to
anyone.
Late for dinner with his
girlfriend Christine (Marilyn
Canto), Antoine takes a
shortcut home and stumbles
upon a distraught Louis (Jose
Garcia) in need of assistance.
"It's about this man who
works at a restaurant who
takes a shortcut home and
saves a man trying to commit
suicide and tries to help him
put his life back together," said
third-year English major Chris
Goodrich.
After Antoine rescues Louis,
who recently experienced a
breakup with his girlfriend
Blanche Grimaldi (Sandrine
Kiberlain), Louis becomes
attached to Antoine who
endangers his own relationships
to help Louis.
Everything from snickering

to giggling to laughter could
be heard throughout the
theater during the 110-minute
film.
"It's pretty damn funny,"
Goodrich said. "The whole
story is just really funny".
Shown by the French Club
and International Student Organization, the movie was
chosen because the French
culture portrayed in it, and it *
featured English subtitles so
all students could understand
and enjoy the movie.
"It has very famous French
actors in it, and it has French *
cuisine with the restaurant'
theme," said French professor
and director of the Margaret .'
Spencer Foreign Language
Resource . C enter Dorothee
Ivlertz-Weigel. "And it has a;
fighter theme compared to;
other French films, which are;
usually dark, so this was a good,;
way to start the semester on a *
good note.
"The style of ['Apres Vous'] is»
definitely very French."
"I think this film was very;
different than the film at the!
French Film Festival," said)
Kristin
Kasting,
assistant'
director
of
International Education. "It's the difference;
between theater and Sundance.";
A transfer student from;
Georgia
State,
Goodrich J
attended the movie to meet *
new people but really enjoyed*
the event.
"It's kind of cool being in;
the same room as my French r
teacher and not having to:
speak French," he said.
Fourth-year
radiologic (
science major and presidentof ISO, Lovia Lartey thought;
the movie was interesting and;
educational.
"I would like us to do [this];
more frequently," she said. I
"It's something fun you can .*
do with your friends and learn •
something while you're at it. 1
learned a little bit of French."

French club
Students who are interested in learning more about
Armstrong's French club can contact Dorothee Mertz-Weigel
at Dorothee.Mertz-Weigel@armstrong.edu

Arts and Entertainment
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Craft Brew Fest offers Grand Tasting
By Reilly Mesco
arts.inkwell@gmaUcom
Locals and tourists alike
Iere, g'ven the ultimate day
'nking opportunity Sept.
nog
J
the fifth
annual
Savannah Craft Brew Fests
Tasting.

" >

offered

P«t of a „eek-lo„g

celebration devoted to local
and international craft beer,
the Grand Tasting allowed
beer enthusiasts from all over
a chance to sample some of the
best and boldest beers, from
local classics to daring new
brews.

Athens-based Terrapin Beer
Company was one of the many
vendors set up on the vast
outdoor area of the Savannah
Photos by Brittany Cook
International
Trade
and _
SCAD students Mark Sylvester and Josh,Randall show off their
Convention Center where the Brew Fest accessories.
Grand Tasting was held. Brian
friends with them as the event they came for the beer, but
Spike Buckowksi, co-owner has grown.
stayed for the atmosphere.
and brew master of Terrapin
"The first year we came it was
"It's
such
a
relaxed
Beer, had never attended Brew just the six of us, but this year
environment.
Everybody
Fest before but was glad to there's 20 of us here," Adams
is friends because we're all
have an opportunity to meet said. "My favorite thing is
getting drunk," Randall said.
fellow enthusiasts.
hanging out with my friends "The thing to bring is really
"Personally, for me its the and sampling all of the different
a thirst and a willingness to
first time being here, but beers. We're real beer drinkers,
get drunk in the middle of the
we've been selling Terrapin in not Bud Light."
day."
Savannah for about six years,"
This year's addition of more
Armstrong student Jennifer
Buckowski said. "I think just brewers, VIP passes and an air- Hicks commented it was a
meeting the fans of Terrapin conditioned area for attendees worthwhile event, not only for
has been one of the best things. to escape the heat pleased the beer.
It's been fun meeting the public Morgan.
"It was really nice — good
and beer fans in general."
"The best part of this, year music, nice people and great
Along with Terrapin Beer is the expansion with the VIP beer," Hicks said
Company, several other low passes and more vendors. It
Hicks, a biology major
country breweries participated, brings another element to Craft who hopes to one day make
including
Savannah-based Brew Fest," Morgan said. "This brewing beer her profession,
Moon River Brewing Company world looks fabulous through said she tried all the beers but
and
Atlanta-based
Sweet my beer goggles."
enjoyed the offerings from the
Water Brewing Company, but
Savannah College of Art and Frozen Pints stand the most:
attendees were able to sample Design students Mark Sylvester
"My favorite part was the
over 185 craft brews from and Josh Randall made sure 'frozen pint ice cream. It was
breweries all over.
they wore hats, colorful really nice and definitely
Laurie Morgan and Paula sombreros picked up at South flavorful."
Adams, festively bedecked in of the Border, this year after
"It was a really fun day in
beads and beer-shaped glasses, attending the event in the past.
the sun on the river," Hicks
have made the four-hour drive
"I've been to Brew Fest said. "You got to drink some
from Ocala, Fla. to attend before, and a hat 'is a must, really great beer from all
Craft Brew Fest every year for because it's outside — also, a around and enjoy Savannah's
the past five years and enjoyed pretzel necklace," Sylvester said. majesty. I would go again for
bringing more and more
Sylvester and Randall said sure."

"We're beer drinkers, not Bud Light drinkers," said Ocala, Fla., residents Laurie Morgan and Paula
Adams. "We're beer drinkers.

Midnight Garden Ride
encourages bike safety
By Kerry Junco
Staff Writer

Savannah Tire Brake and Alignment
Centers is offering a discount to
all AASU students, employees and
faculty. Visit us at any of our 8
convenient locations to receive a
5% discount off any purchase!
The Abercorn store is conveniently
located 1.5 miles from the AASU
campus, and Savannah Tire offers

FREE shuttle service.

www.savannahtire.com Q |
11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga

(912)925-8299
Mon - Fri 7*30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m; Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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YOUR COMPLETE CAR CARE AUTHORITY

"[It is] agreat opportunity to highlight
the focus on bringing music back into
Savannah, as well as a way to promote
Bright lightslittered the square, creating awareness for bike safety," Savannah
pulsing waves of color one might have College of Art and Design sophomore
mistaken for a rave. However, these lights Katie Williams said. She was a first-time
were largely generated by the mandatory volunteer for the event.
safety lights all cyclists were required-to
Attendees and participants also
attach to their bicycles to participate in claimed the event provided an
Savannah's fourth Midnight Garden Ride opportunity for residents of all ages
Sept. 1.
to come out and participate in the
The annual ride is a collaborative Savannah music scene. The lack of an
effort between the Savannah Bicycle age requirement to attend and a family
Campaign and Savannah Stopover to friendly atmosphere contributed to a
promote bicycle safety and alertness in varied group of riders.
the city. T he participants pedaled their
Chris and Jen Williams, who brought
way through a nine-and-a-half mile their son Emmet to the race for the first
course across some of the city's most time, claimed it was the "laid-back"
scenic districts and parks, beginning and energy that encouraged them to bring
ending in Telfair Square.
the whole family.
New Belgium Brewing Company
Chris Williams has ridden in
and various other local and national previous Garden Rides and raved about
companies sponsored the Midnight the choice to change locations from
Garden Ride, which has become one of last year's Forsyth-centered ride. He
the biggest fundraisers for the Savannah described Telfair Square as being more
Bicycle Campaign, a group seeking intimate and family friendly.
to help make Savannah a more bikeAlso included in the evening's
friendly city by providing awareness and festivities were a raffle and a costume
funding for safety upgrades such as bike contest for riders. Winners received
lanes around town.
prizes such as a 2012 New Belgium
Designed to highlight those areas Fat Tire Cruiser, as well as two other
of Savannah that are best laid out bicycles donated by Quality Bike Shop,
for bikers and to encourage the who also donated gift cards to be
improvement of those areas that are given to the winners of the group and
more dangerous, these costumed individual and pairs costume contests.
and light-adorned bikers were also
With all the enticing aspects to the
required to wear a helmet for the event, one might wonder if the focus on
duration of their police-escorted bicycle safety is what sang through to
the crowd in attendance.
ride.
After riding through several downtown
Dagny Pariani and Maria Dixon
regions such as Ardsley and Daffin parks, participated for the second time this
cyclists returned to Telfair Square to enjoy year, and Pariani said that "The best
the Good and Evil Party Concert. Tired part of the ride was the bike-specific
cyclists clutched cool Fat Tire beers as pathways along Price and Lincoln
they listened to the bands provided by this streets, and the spacious routes and
year's co-presenter Savannah Stopover.
straight-aways."
Savannah Stopoever chose their
Participation jumped 20 percent
headlining band Ponderosa and opening from the previous year's event, which
act This Mountain of Tennessee to encouraged the Midnight Garden
showcase the organization's goal of Ride organizers to hope their message
highlighting the music of the Southern of safety is received by bicyclists and
Region, intern Katie Williams said.
motorists of Savannah.
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Prosecutors seek death
penalty for accused soldiers
Peden shot York as she attempted to get
out of her car and then checked her pulse
before shooting her again.
He said the men forced Roark to his
knees
before Salmon shot him twice in
LUDOWICI, Ga. — Emotion s boiled
the
head.
over in a Georgia courtroom Aug. 30
The soldiers were arrested about aweek
as prosecutor Tom Durden announced
he's seeking the death penalty for three later following an investigation involving
Fort Stewart soldiers accused of a local law enforcement, the military, the
double homicide and plotting to commit Georgia Bureau of Investigation and
federal authorities.
terrorist acts.
Also to stand trial in the slayings is
Pvt. Isaac Aguigui, Pvt. Christopher
Heather
Salmon, Christopher Salmon's
Salmon and Sgt. Anthony Peden were
led into the courtroom one ata time tobe wife, who has been charged with murder
informed of the prosecutions decision. but will not face the death penalty.
Each of the three soldiers, who are on
They are charged with carrying out
the execution-style slayings of former active duty without pay, will be appointed
soldier Michael Roark, 19, and his special counsel trained in capital defense
girlfriend Tiffany York, 17, in an attempt from the Georgia Public Defender
to cover up the men's plans to overthrow Standards Council. The soldiers, who
the government and assassinate the were led into the courtroom wearing
shackles and prison jumpsuits, will
president.
"You [expletive] killed my kid," shouted be arraigned at a later date. Each man
Wesley Thomas, York's stepfathe r, as he declined to make a statement in court. t
The allegations of terrorism came into
rushed toward Peden, who was seated
play
because Georgia's death penalty
with his attorney at the defensetable.
Peden — the last of the three law requires prosecutors show a murder
defendants to have his moment in court involves one of several "aggravating
— was shuttled out of the courtroom as circumstances." After the 9/11 attacks,
law enforcement tackled and handcuffed legislators a dded conspiring to commit
a tearful Thomas. Family members said terrorism to the list of such aggravating
the distraught stepfather helped York's factors.
That is one provision Durden, district
mother, Brenda, raise Tiffany for more
attorney of the Atlantic Judicial Circuit,
than a decade.
Brett Roark, Michael Roark's father, invoked in seeking the death penalty.
While prosecutors contend the
shouted at the armed officers to let
Thomas go as another family member soldiers are part of a loosely organized
militia called F.E.A.R. — Forever
yelled "eye for an eye."
Enduring
Always Ready — Fort Stewart
None was charged in the incident.
"I wish we could get to them. I wish we officials said they do not believe the
could have five minutes with them," said soldiers are part of a larger organization.
Nicholas York, Tiffany's older brother, They said the base does not have a
after the pretrial hearings. York said he problem with gangs.
"This is an isolated incident involving
understood why his stepfather charged
four
soldiers and is not a reflection of
the defendant. "He has seen what it has
the
U.S.
Army or Fort Stewart," said Ron
done to our family and how much stress
Elliott, Fort Stewart's public information
it has put us through. It'storn us apart."
The bodies of Roark and York were officer.
Prosecutors say Aguigui bankrolled
discovered Dec. 6 along a road near
Ludowici, about 15 miles from Fort the group's operations with a life
Stewart. A fourth defendant, Pfc. Michael insurance payout he received after his
Burnett, pleaded guilty to manslaughter wife Deirdre's death last year. Elliott
Aug. 27 in exchange for testifying against confirmed her death, which occurred at
Fort Stewart, is under investigation.
the other soldiers.
Deirdre Aguigui, an Army linguist,
According to The Associated Press, he
told the judge the soldiers lured Roark served one tour of duty in Iraq. She was
and York to the woods with an invitation five-months pregnant at the time of her
to do some target practice. Burnett said death.

By Katie Leslie
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
(MCT)

Book Club FROM PAGE 1
strawberries, and marshmallows
covered in dark chocolate and
Graham crackers, and the members
discussed the language of some of the
stories.
"I like it," said Deborah Reese, the
Writing Center director. "I love the
language, but it seems so implausible

Pride

FROM PAGE 1

In addition to the $8 cover charge,
members of Savannah Pride also
stationed a merchandise table to
the side of the stage where stickers,
magazines and tips jars were placed to
help raise money as well.
A majority of the funds raised at
the event were from direct donations
gathered by the eight contestants
who went around the room with an
assistant, collecting tips.
The contestants circled the room and
gathered donations twice throughout
the evening. In the first round, the top
four contestants were judged based on
who raised the most money, and in the
second judging round, the contestant
who raised the most funds the entire
night was named the winner.
As an assistant to one of the
contestants and volunteer, 23-year-old
Josh Loper said it was a good time and
a great cause.
Savannah Pride member Loper is
very active in raising awareness in
the community for the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgendered culture.
"It's fun work, and good people,"
he said. "Everyone is easy to get
along with, very grateful and always
understanding you're taking out time
to help."

Wind

support, for a wind project it's going to
be very difficult t o get anything built,"
Smit said. "We just want to use these
opportunities to educate people and
help them have a better understanding

that people would talk this way."
"People just don't talk like diabolical,
maniacal soliloquy," Morris said. "The
way this is written, I think this is how
the mind speaks."
The next meeting will be held Sept.
13 at 6p.m. in the Writing Center. After
finishing "The Street of Crocodiles,"
the club will be reading "Dunaway's
Crossing by Nancy Brandon.
Loper, a former Armstrong
student, also hopes the Savannah
pride movement, will have an even
greater effect on Armstrong's LGBT
community.
"Savannah Pride is all about
outreach and a unified community,"
he said. "They want to help people
understand that it's not a scary
thing."
Savannah Pride's treasurer Mike
Hill also attended the pageant and
hopes the one day the event will
enlighten Chatham County.
"It's a family affair with vendors
and music that'll knock peoples
socks off," he said "It'll be a lot of fun
and great for the LGBT community
in Savannah."
Mary Johnson, 28, said she hopes
the pageant and other events will
encourage people to not be afraid to
come out — especially in the Lesbian
scene.
Johnson, contestant eight and a
Club One employee, was the only
female to compete.
"I was happy I could help raise
money for Savannah Pride," she said
"I had a good time. I mean how often
do you get to run around scantily
clad to help a cause. It's a good way
to help get more people to come out
— no pun intended."

Gay Beach Pagent
The pageant raised $1,578. All proceeds go towards the Savannah Pride
Festival.
Information about The Savannah Gay Beach Pageant and other events
can be found on Savannah Pride's website savpride.com.

FROM PAGE!

of w ind because I think there's a lot of
misconceptions."
Crowds of people came and went
throughout the evening — half were
curious spectators while the others were
there in support of the rally.
As The Train Wrecks finished their

last number, the crowd began to disperse
with Sierra Club pins and SACE flyers in
their hands.
Smit said although she would've have
liked to have seen alarger support group,
"it was all about educating the general
public and getting the word out there."
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Tournaments, Food, and Fun!
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Free 1/2 hr. of pool with lunch between 1 - 3 pm
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Friday Buy one Well Drink Get one for $1
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Monday:
5 p.m. Tues - Thurs: 1p.m. -1 a.m.
Fri - Sat:
1 p.m. - 2 a.m .
Sun:
1 p.m. - Midnigl

Come Cltdlk llpi
13051 Abercorn Street Savannah
Across from AASU
912-925-5398
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